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Drainage District: 
#121 
 
 
 

Investigation Summary: 
 Due to the recommendations of the previous Investigation Summary, further investigation into the condition of 

the Main tile was pursued in the SW¼ SE¼ Section 30, Township 86 North, Range 20 West. 
 Beginning with the blowout/sinkhole in the grassed swale, conducted exploratory excavations in the upstream 

and downstream directions to determine the general condition of the Main tile in this area.  The initial 
excavation found a 15-inch single wall HDPE tile (downstream side) connected to a collapsed 14-inch clay tile 
that was backing up water into the upstream 15-inch rusty CMP tile.  In this excavation, there was little to no 
cover over the Main tile. 

 Excavating at a blowout/sinkhole further upstream found the 14-inch VCP to be fully plugged with tree roots, 
and further upstream found a 15-inch single wall HDPE tile.  Upstream of that, the 14-inch VCP tile was found 
to be in round with greater soil cover. 

 Conducted two exploratory excavations in the downstream direction and found the 15-inch VCP tile to be 
round with greater soil cover.  

 
 

Contractor Time and Materials (spent while CGA was on-site): 
See attached Tabulated Contractor Time and Materials Sheet. 
 
 
 

Additional Actions Recommended: 
With the poor physical condition of the tile, lack of soil cover, and multiple previous repairs that have taken place 
in the past, CGA recommends the Main tile be replaced between the excavations that showed the Main to be in 
adequate condition.  Such a repair would correct the multiple issues found, repair the existing blowouts, and 
prevent the occurrence of more (given the tile has been repaired multiple times already).  It is our opinion that this 
repair would consist of replacing approximately 800-feet of tile with RCP tile and would have a construction cost of 
approximately $40K-60K. 



Tabulated Contractor Time and Materials
Date Totals 5/5/2021

Workman (hrs) 12 12
Mini Excavator (hrs) 6 6
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